
3) New Build 

New buildings can be controversial and challenging, while replacement buildings can 
represent considerable improvement to a previous poor use of a site. With well chosen 
materials and sensitive setting new-builds can become an accepted part of the 
landscape and enhance the locale. Judgements made in the past can be learnt from. 
Setting and ridge height is of especial concern to local people as well as the 
preservation of treasured views across the landscape. They are also alert to 
juxtapositions that disrupt a much loved historic village-scape. The advice of the SDLP 
Residential Design Guide, though dated 2000, still offers examples of good practice. 

3.1a A successful new development, terrace cottages, (front elevation), with natural 
stone facing and varied roofline 

 

3.1b  Striking modern design and sensitive infill, terrace cottages, (rear elevation). 



3.2 New Build: sensitive cottage-type design to fit location with exterior treatment in 
cream washed rough cast render, sympathetic to restored lime-wash older dwelling 
nearby. 
 

3.3a  A well crafted but prominently located replacement dwelling, criticised locally for 
its proximity to Grade II listed buildings in the centre of the village, and over-bearing 
profile against the skyline with excessive glazing on the SE and E elevations. 

3.3b  While the roadside elevation has a pleasing appearance, comment has focussed on 
the negative visual impact of the barn-like Eastern elevation: the metal finished 
roofline/profile is uniform and the setting on the landscape dominant, blocking a much 
loved and once familiar view across the valley, instead of nestling into the curve of the 
contour. Recent tree planting has considerably assisted screening.  



3.4a A new timber building with low roofline that has received a favourable response. 

3.4b The low roofline, nestled into the contour, as seen from the roadway 

3.4c An enhanced view at sunset, low roofline, set within a mature tree-scape. 



3.5  Striking new modest sized timber outbuilding. 

3.6  Sensitive scale, form and use of materials, rear elevation, Horsley Community Shop 
& facilities 

3.7 New dwelling in natural Cotswold stone with artificial “Cotswold” tiles following 
local traditional form. 
 



3.8a An early "eco" house. 

3.8b Early "eco" house, clean lines of the West elevation. 

 



3.9a A new Field Centre for Ruskin Mill using natural materials and set into the contour. 

3.9b New Field Centre for Ruskin Mill detail showing detail of turf roof, seen from the A 
46. 



3.10 New Build: the lower profile of this contemporary house hugs the hillside and is not 
as prominent as some new structures but does not completely avoid suburbanisation of 
the locale. Metal roofs are thought by some locals to be too “industrial” in appearance. 

3.11 New Build: function over form, weathering may modify the impact of new timber, 
seen from across the valley and along the B road and the stark contrast with the old 
barn (upper left of image). A more varied roofline could have been an appropriate 
choice. 
 




